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Standard fare in the study of representations and decompositions of processes with independent 
increments is pursued in the somewhat more complex setting of vector-valued random fields 
having independent increments over disjoint sets. Such processes are first constructed as almost 
surely uniformly convergent sums of Poisson type summands, that immediately yield information 
on sample function properties of versions. The constructions employed, which include a general- 
ized version of the Ferguson-Klass construction with uniform convergence, are new even in the 
simpler setting of processes in one-dimensional time. 
Following these constructions, or representations, an analogue of the Levy-It0 decomposition 
for Levy processes is developed, which then enables a number of simple sample function properties 
of these processes to be read off from the Levy measure in their characteristic functionals. 
The paper concludes with a study of general centred additive random fields and an appendix 
incorporating a brief survey of the theory of centred sums of independent random variables. 
1. Introduction 
In 1934, in a remarkable paper [16], L&y characterized the infinitely divisble 
laws on the real line in terms of their characteristic functions and described the 
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basic structure of stochastic processes {X(t, w): 0 s t s T} with independent incre- 
ments - also known as additive processes. 
He showed that we can eliminate the degenerate discontinuities of X by subtract- 
ing of nonrandom function a (t). We then get an additive process that has right and 
left limits (in the sense of convergence in probability) and whose fixed discontinuities 
are random size jumps at a countable number of times {tk}. If we subtract these 
discontinuities, we are left with a stochastically continuous, additive process XC. 
X(r) = a(t) + 1 qk + 1 ‘6k +x,(t). (1.1) 
ft<l t*<t 
All the terms on the right-hand side are independent. 
Levy’s analysis of the sample paths, t +X(2, w), of (a separable version of) a 
stochastically continuous, additive process [16, 171 was formalized by Ita in 1942 
as follows [12]: For each Bore1 set B with positive distance to {0}, v~(w, B) the 
number of jumps of X( . , w) falling in B during the time interval (0, t], is an additive 
process with Poisson increments. These processes are independent for disjoint B’s. 
Put L,(B) = E v,(B). Then there exists an additive process X0 with continuous paths 
and Gaussian increments such that, with probability one, 
+,(dx) s 1 (1.2) 
Furthermore, the two processes on the right-hand side are independent. 
We pursue these ideas in the context of random fields-i.e., stochastic processes 
X =X(t, w) for which the parameter t ranges over a subset of N-dimensional 
Euclidean space RN. 
Before we can discuss random fields with independent increments-also known 
as multiparameter additive processes-it is necessary to establish some notation 
and terminology. 
Let IN = [0, llN be the unit cube in RN. A point t E IN is written explicitly as 
t = (t1, tz, . . . , tN). The points (0, 0, . . . , 0) and (1, 1, . . . , 1) in IN will be written as 
0 and 1, respectively. To each a, b E 1, with ai < bi for i = 1,. . . , N corresponds 
the half-open interval 
(U,b]={tErN:ai<ti~bifori=l,...,N}. (1.3) 
The intervals (a, b), [a, b) and [a, b] are defined in analogous manner. For any 
function F: IN -, Rd we define F(a, b], the increment of F over the half-open interval 
(a, b], as follows, 
F(a, b]=Fo-Fl+* * * .+(-l)NF~ (1.4) 
where Fk is the sum of all (r) terms of the form F(cl, . . . , cN) with Ci = Ut for exactly 
k integers in {1,2, . . . , N} and ci = bi for the remaining N -k integers. In particular, 
if N = 1, then F(u, b] = F(b) -F(u). If N = 2, then 
F(a, bl=F(bl, bd-F(al, bz)-F(bl, a;?)+F(al, ~2). 
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We now define an additive random field on I, by induction. For notational 
convenience we shall call any random variable an additive random field on 10. For 
N 3 1 we say that a random field X = {X(t, w): t ~1~) is additive if there exist N 
additive random fields X1, . . . , X, on INP1 and a random field X0 on IN such that 
x0, Xl, . . . , X, are independent, 
X0(& W) = 0 if any ti = 0 (if t E IN - (0, l]), 
whenever (a ‘, b ‘1, . . . , (a”, b”] are disjoint half-open 
intervals in IN, the random variables Xo(a I, 6’1, . . . , Xola nq b”] 
are independent, 
(1.3 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
X(t, w)=Xo(t,o)+X,((t,, . . .) tN),w)+’ * *+XN((tl,. . . . , tN_l),W). 
(1.8) 
A trivial example of an additive random field on IN is a deterministic process 
X(t, o) =f(t). As this example shows, before we can hope that an additive random 
field has any kind of continuity properties we must first subtract its deterministic 
discontinuities. 
Following standard terminology we shall call two random fields Z1 and Z2 
equivalent or versions of each other if they have the same finite dimensional 
distributions. If, in addition, P{Z,(t) = Z,(t)} = 1 for each t, then Z1 and Z2 are said 
to be modifications of each other. 
We shall call an additive random field X on IN degenerate if there exists an 
additive random field Y on I,_, such that for some integer i E (1, . . . , N} and some 
constant Q E [0, l] either 
Z,(t) = Y(tl, . . . 7 ti-17 ti+l, * * * 9 tN)l{a < til (1.9) 
or 
Z,(t) = Y(tly . . . ) ti_1, ti+l, . . . , tN)I{Ci S ti} (1.10) 
is a version of X. 
Example (1.9) shows that even after subtracting the deterministic discontinuities 
of a general additive random field we may not get a process having a modification 
with ‘right continuous’ sample functions. Any separable modification will, however, 
have sample functions with ‘left and right limits’, as we shall see. A stochastically 
continuous additive random field X on 1, satisfying X(t) = 0 if any ti = 0 will be 
called a L&y process. 
As we shall see, every additive random field is the sum of a deterministic process, 
a LCvy process and a countable number of degenerate additive random fields. 
For any real-valued random variable 5, the central value -y(T) of 6 is defined to 
be the unique real number y such that 
E arctan@ - y) = 0. (1.11) 
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For an Rd-valued random variable 6 = ([i, . . . , &), 
r(t) = (did,. . . I Y(td)). (1.12) 
We shall say that an Rd-valued random field {X(t)} is centered if -y(X(t)) = 0 for 
all t. Any random field {X(t)} can obviously be written as the sum of the centered 
process {X(t) - r(X(t))} and the deterministic process {y(X(t))}. Also note that if 
{X(t)} is stochastically continuous, then the function r(X(t)) is continuous (see 
Appendix A). So when we study continuity properties of sample functions of Levy 
processes, there would be no loss of generality in assuming the process to be 
centered. 
It is well known that every separable, centered, one-parameter additive process 
has sample functions with left and right limits. We shall now state the corresponding 
results for N-parameter processes, 
Consider the 2NN-tuples 92 = (R,, . . . , RN) where each Ri is one of the relations 
< or >. Each such N-tuple 92 generates a partial ordering on IN, 
s%t e SiRiti fori=l,... N. (1.13) 
As usual, we write 
s<<t @ s,<t, fori=l,..., N, 
S<t e SiSti fori=l,...,N. 
(1.14) 
Theorem 1.1. LetX = {X(t, w ): t E IN} be a separable, centered, additive process. For 
almost all w, the limits 
X(t, %, w) = lim X(u, w) (1.15) 
I,+r.r$?/lu 
exist at every point t E I, for which the set {u E I, : t Pii! u} is nonempty. 
This result is an immediate consequence of the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 1. For any separable random field {X(t, w): t E IN} the set 
{w:X(*,w) hasallthelimits (1.15)) (1.16) 
is measurable and its probability is determined by the finite-dimensional distributions 
of the random field. 
Lemma 2. On a different sample space we can construct another separable version 
X of X such that the sample functions of X have all the limits (1.15). 
Combining these two lemmas we see that the event (1.16) must have probability 
one. 
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To construct the process 2 in Lemma 2 we first consider the case where X is a 
L&y process. In Section 3 we characterize L&y processes on IN in terms of their 
characteristic functions (the L&y-Khinchin formula). Using this formula we then 
build our ‘nice’ version 2 of the given L&y process X from a Gaussian L&y 
process and a sequence of independent compound Poisson processes. 
Without explicitly stating so, Katkauskaite [15] essentially gave a direct proof 
of Theorem 1.1 for L&y processes. He showed that if S is a countable dense subset 
of [0, l] and we restrict the parameter t to the product set SN, then the sample 
functions X(t, w), t E SN, have a regularity property he calls ‘quasi continuity’. But 
it is not true, as Katkauskaite thinks, that this implies that the sampie functions of 
every separable L&y process are quasi continuous on IN. They need not be. 
(Theorem 1 in [15] is not correct.) Quasi continuity on SN plus separability does, 
however, imply the existence of the limits (1.15). 
Scissors, in his thesis [23], first deals directly with symmetric L&y processes. 
Using the fact that for a general L&y process the limits (1.15) exist in the sense 
of convergence in probability, Scissors then extends Theorem 1.1 to general LCvy 
processes via symmetrization. 
Another way of proving Theorem 1.1 for LCvy processes would be to look at 
the N-parameter martingales 
e i(u.X(f.u))/E eitu.Xlr)J, u E [Ed, (1.17) 
where (u, x) denotes the scalar product in Rd. After showing that a.a. paths of X 
are bounded we can apply the recent result that the sample paths of a separable, 
bounded N-parameter martingale (with respect to right-continuous a-fields) have 
the limits (1.15) (see [l] and [2]). Here it should be noted that this approach does 
not work for general centered, additive processes because such processes may not 
have right-continuous u-fields. 
We shall now take a closer look at the discontinuities of the sample functions 
of a separable L&y process X. For a.a. w and all t, X(t, w) equals one of the 2N 
limits X(t, 9, w). If Y is a separable modification of X, then, with probability one, 
X(t, 9, w) = Y(t, 3, w) for all t and all %‘. We shall establish the L&y-It6 path 
decomposition for a ‘right-continuous’ modification of X. 
The appropriate sample path space in which to establish this decomposition is 
the set DN of Rd-valued functions x on IN satisfying the following three conditions, 
x(t, 922) = lim 
u-t.rC??Ll 
x(u) exists for each of the 2N order relations 
3 = (RI,. . 
(1.18) 
. , RN), where each Ri is one of the two relations < or >, 
x(t)=x(t,%) when3 =(c, cr.. ., s), (1.19) 
X(t) = 0 if any ti = 0. (1.20) 
This class of functions has been studied in some detail by Straf [24,25] who calls 
its elements lump (limits along monotone paths) functions. It is a simple generaliz- 
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ation to N dimensions of the class of functions on the line that are right-continuous 
and have left limits, and was used by Straf to set up a Skorokhod space of 
multi-parameter functions on which to study weak convergence. Straf used weak 
convergence in DN to establish the existence of stationary-increment Levy processes 
with sample paths in DN. It follows from Theorem 1.1 that every Levy processes 
on i, has a modification with sample paths in DN. 
Here it should be pointed out that for a general, separable Levy process X, the 
set 
{O:X(.,O)EDN} (1.21) 
is not measurable. So we cannot use the fact that X has a separable modification 
with sample paths in DN to conclude that X itself has sample paths in DN. 
The point muss jump Jr(x) of a function x E DN at t E IN is the limit of the 
increments x(A) as the diameter of A tends to zero, with A varying among the 
half-open intervals containing t. (For example, if N = 1, then Jl(x) =x(t)-x(t-). 
If N =2, then J,(x)=x(tl, t&x(tl, t2-)-x(tl-, tZ)+x(tl-, t2-).) 
To motivate this definition, note that if x ED~ is of bounded variation, i.e., is 
the distribution function of a signed, countably additive measure pcL, on IN, then 
JI (x ) = CL, (it 1). 
It is easy to see that for any function x ED N and any E >O there can only be a 
finite number of times f •1~ for which ]J,(x)] 2 F. So x has at most a countable 
number of nonzero point mass jumps. But if N 22, then x may be discontinuous 
at some points t for which J,(x) = 0. In fact, x may be discontinuous at every point 
in a countable number N - 1, dimensional intervals of the form {t E (0, 11: ti = c}. 
For a Levy process X with paths in DN we can now define vq,(w, B), the number 
of point mass jumps of the sample path t +X(t, o) falling in B during the time 
interval (0, to]. Once we have established the measurability of the quantities v,(B), 
then the validity of the decomposition (1.2) and the fact that the integral converges 
uniformly in t for a.a. w follow from the fact that this is true for the version X we 
construct of X. 
In our study of the sample functions of general centered, additive random fields 
we shall use the following structure theorem. 
Theorem 1.2. Let X = {X(t, w): t E I,} be a separable, centered, additive process. 
Then 
(1.22) 
uniformly in t, for some separable L&y process X0 and separable, centered, degenerate 
additive processes Xk, k 2 1, all independent. 
It follows by induction that the building blocks of centered, additive processes 
on IN are Levy processes whose parameter set has dimension less or equal to N. 
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We can therefore deduce the sample function behavior of a general centered, 
additive process from the sample function behavior of Levy processes. Consider 
the (3N - 1) N-tuples 9 = (Ri, . . . , RN), where each Ri is one of the three relations 
<, = or >, and not all Ri are =. It follows by induction that every centered, 
additive process X on 1, has a modification 2 for which the limits 
exist for all w and every point t for which the set {u E I,: t%? u} is nonempty. At 
an interior point t of fixed discontinuity, J?(t, w) and all the (3N - 1) limit values 
may be different with probability one. At every point t of stochastic continuity, 
however, there will be at most 2N different limit values. 
For N = 1, the representation (1.22) is of course Levy’s decomposition (1.1). 
Hudson [lo] established (1.22) for fixed t in the case N = 2. However, the descrip- 
tion Hudson gives in the beginning of Section 3 [lo] of the terms in his decomposition 
is not quite accurate. Furthermore, since he is not concerned with sample function 
behavior, he does not assume separability and he does not establish uniform 
convergence. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have some preliminary results 
including the proof of Lemma 1. In Section 3 we study representations of Rd-valued 
Levy processes on 1,. We establish the Levy-Khinchin formula for the characteristic 
functional and using this formula we build versions with paths in QN from Gaussian 
Levy processes and Poisson processes. In the special case where the Levy process 
X is real-valued (d = 1) and X has stationary increments, i.e., for all intervals A 
in IN with Lebesgue measure A (A), 
Ee iuX(A) = 1~ eiuX(l)}h~A), (1.23) 
we can also use a N-parameter version of the Ferguson-Klass representation of 
the non-Gaussian part of X [6]. 
The Levy-Iti, path decomposition is established in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
characterize Levy processes with increasing paths and Levy processes with paths 
of bounded variation. Finally, in Section 6 we study general centered, additive 
processes and prove Theorem 1.2. Appendix A contains a summary of the theory 
of centered sums of independent random variables. 
2. Preliminaries 
For any function f: IN + lRd we define the oscillation of f over the interval A c IN 
as follows, writing 1 . 1 for Euclidean distance: 
WA) = ,;,“,pA If(s) -f(t)\. (2.1) 
Consider the 2N partial order relations 9 = (RI, . . , RN) on IN, where each R, 
is one of the relations < or > (see (1.13)). 
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Proposition 2.1. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) For each 3, the limit 
lim f(u) 
u+r,@i?Zu (2.2) 
exists at every point t E IN for which the set {u E IN: t Pii? u} is nonempty. 
(b) For each F > 0, there exists a finite partition of (0, l] = {t E IN : ti > 0 for all i}, 
(O,l]=(a’,b’]u...u(a”,b”] (2.3) 
such that 
wr((ak,bk))<,e fork = 1,. . . , n. (2.4) 
(c) For each F > 0 and each 3 there exist at most m = m (F, 3) < 00 points t’, . . . , t m 
in IN such that 
t k+l 3 tk and if(tk)-f(tk+‘)j>e fork=l,...,m-1. (2.5) 
Proof. Since IN is compact, the fact that (a) implies (b) follows by a standard 
compactness argument. Now assume for fixed E >O that (2.3) and (2.4) hold. For 
any set {t’, . . . , t”} of points in IN satisfying (2.5), at most 2 of the points can belong 
to any one of the half-open intervals (ak, bk] in the partition (2.3). It follows that 
m G 2n + 1, where n is the number of intervals in the partition (2.3). So (b) implies 
(c). To see that (c) implies (a), note that if for some point t E 1, and one of the 
relations .%, the limit (2.2) does not exist, then for some E > 0 there exists an infinite 
sequence {tk}?zl of points in IN, converging to t, such that tk+l 92 tk and 1 f(tk”)- 
f(tk)l > e for all k. This completes the proof. 
Let T1 and Tz be separable metric spaces. Recall that a T2-valued random process 
{X(t, w): t E T,} is said to be separable with separability set S and exceptional set 
NO, if S is a countable dense subset of T1 and No is an event of probability zero 
such that 
{X(t,~)~Fforallt~OnS}\{X(t,w)~Fforallt~O}~N~ 
for every open 0 c T1 and every closed F c Tz. (2.6) 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 1 of Section 1. Let {X(t, w): t E I,} be a 
separable, [Wd-valued random field on a complete probabilty space. Let S c IN denote 
the separability set and No the exceptional null set. It follows from Proposition 2.1 
that the set 
W: liliRI,X(u, w) fails to exist for some t and B 
I 
(2.7) 
differs from the measurable event 
fi u fi u “i;;; { 0: ti+l 92 ti, Ix(ti+l, w)-x(t’, w)l >i} 
k=l 3 m=2 r’....,tmtS j=l 
(2.8) 
by a subset of No. Therefore the set (2.7) is measurable, too. 
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3. Representations of L&y processes 
We shall start with the Levy-Khinchin formula. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X be an [Wd-valued Levy process on IN. Then we have the 
representation 
E[e i(“,X(r)] = exp (i(u, M(t)) -i( V(t)u, u) 
+ I( eiCu.x) _ 1 _ i(u,x) 1+1x1* 66 1+1x12 ln_12Wd ) I 9 (3.1) 
where (u, x) denotes the scalar product in aBd, 1x1’ = (x, x), and 
A4 is continuous, [Wd-valued with M(t) = 0 for t E IN - (0, l] 
(if’any ti = 0), (3.2) 
V is continuous, d x d matrix-valued with V(t) = 0 
for t E IN - (0, 11 and having symmetric, 
nonnegative definite increments, (3.3) 
for all t, G(t, dx) is a finite, positive Bore1 measure on [Wd 
with G (t, (0)) = 0, (3.4) 
for every Bore1 set B, G( . , B) is continuous on I,, 
vanishes for t E IN - (0, 11, and is the distribution 
function of a finite positive Bore1 measure on IN. (3.5) 
Conversely, for every triple M(t), V(t) and G(t, dx) satisfying (3.2)-(3.5) there exists 
a Levy process Xsuch that (3.1) holds. 
Proof. First note that it follows from the uniform stochastic continuity of X that 
given any E > 0 there exists a S > 0 such that for any half-open interval R c IN with 
Lebesgue measure less than S we have 
P{]X(R)]>e}<s. (3.6) 
Now consider a fixed half-open interval R ~1,. For each n, partition R into nN 
congruent half-open intervals RZ, k = 1, . . . , nN. Then the increments X(R;), 
k = 1,. . . , nN, are mutually independent and 
X(R) =xX(R;). (3.7) 
k 
Since for every E > 0, 
limm~xP{]X(R~)]>&}=O, (3.8) n 
X(R) is the limit of a null triangular array, which implies that the distribution of 
X(R) is infinitely divisible. By Khinchine’s formula there exists a unique vector 
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fiR E Rd, positive semi-definite d x d matrix CR and finite positive measure G.R (dx) 
on Rd with G-, ((0)) = 0 such that 
E[e i(“‘X(R’)]=exp { i(u, fiR)-i(pRu, u) 
+ ei(u.x) _ 1 _ 
(3.9) 
For t E (0, l] we can now 
M(t) = &0,rl, 
For t E I, - (0, l] we put 
define 
V(t) = &I, G(t, dx) = ‘%,&Ix). (3.10) 
M(t) = 0, V(t) = 0, G(t, dx) = 0. (3.11) 
It now follows from the uniqueness of ii? R, CR and G.R(dx) and the fact that X has 
independent increments that the increments of h4, V and G ( *, dx) over the interval 
R are fiR, QR and G.R(dx), respectively. 
The continuity of it4 follows from the stochastic continuity of X (see [18, Section 
22.11). And it follows from the uniform stochastic continuity that if {Rn}~zl is any 
sequence of half-open intervals whose Lebesgue measures go to zero as n + 00, 
then V(R,)+ 0 and G(R,, dx)q 0 * dx as IZ + CO. In particular, G(R,, B)+O as 
n +ao for any Bore1 set B. It now follows from the independent increments of X 
that V and G( +, I?) are continuous and therefore distribution functions of not just 
finitely additive, but countably additive measures. 
We have thus proved the first half of Theorem 3.1. The converse is a straight- 
forward application of Kolmogorov’s extension theorem. The additivity of M, V 
and G( . , dx) will ensure independent increments, the continuity will give us 
stochastic continuity. 
The next result has been proved independently by Hudson [ 111 and Katkauskaite 
[1.5] for the case N = 2. For the sake of completeness we include the proof. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a separable L&y process on IN with Gaussian increments. 
Then a.a. sample functions are continuous. 
Proof. We need only consider the case d = 1. Then X has characteristic function 
exp{iuM(t)-&42V(t)}. (3.12) 
Since the mean function M is continuous we may assume that X is centered. For 
m-1,2,... define the random variables 
S,, = sup{)X(t) -X(t’)l: It - t’l< l/m}. (3.13) 
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To prove the theorem it suffices to show that S, + 0 in probabilty as m + ~0. Fix 
m.Fork=l,..., Nandn=l,..., m - 1 define the random variables 
S+,” = su~W(&,~,~ n(O, ~111: s E&VI, (3.14) 
where RJ+,,,,~ denotes the interval 
{t E (0, 11: (n - 1)/m < tk s (n + 1)/m}. 
Since X has symmetric increments, 
(3.15) 
IWW,” >S}~2NP{IX(Rk,m,n)l)S} (3.16) 
for all 6 > 0 [29]. Now consider two points t and t’ in 1, with It - t'l < l/m. Define 
the points tk GIN, k = 0, . . . , N, by to= t, tk = (t;, . . . , ti, tktl, . . . , tN) for k = 
1 ,*.., N L 1 and tN = t’. Obviously, 
X(t’)-X(t) = c” X(t”) -X(tkpl). (3.17) 
k=l 
For some n (depending on t, t’, k and m) both tk and tkpl belong to the interval 
R k,,,n. Since tk and tk-’ only differ on the kth coordinate, 
[X(tk) -X(tk-‘)I s 2&,,,. (3.18) 
Therefore, for all t and t’ with It - t’( < l/m, 
/x(f) -x(t)/ s ,cI 2 “,“” Sk,?%,? (3.19) 
Consequently, 
azN 11 p{ lX(&m,n)b&] 
k n 
czN 4; (~)43(V(Rk,m,n)~2 
c 32N(T)4; { “,“” V~Rk,,,rz)] ; V(Rk,m,n) 
s 32N(F)4N( m&x V(&,,,)) v((O, 11). 
Since V is continuous, maxk,” V(&,,,) + 0 as m + co. 
Remark. The converse of Theorem 3.2 is also true: If a.a. sample functions of a 
Levy process X are continuous, then X has Gaussian increments. This fact becomes 
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obvious once we have studied the sample function behavior of the non-Gaussian 
component of a Levy process. 
Now consider a u-finite positive measure N(ds, dx) on (0, l] x (LQd -{O}) satisfying 
---_?N(ds,dx)<co. (3.20) 
For t E (0, 11, let N,(dx) denote the measure on Rd -{0} defined by 
N,(B) = N((0, f] xB). (3.21) 
Since Nr(dx) is the ‘marginal distribution’ of N(ds, dx) on Rd, it follows that 
there exists a regular conditional probability kernel e(ds, x) satisfying 
a(ds, x) is a probability measure on IN for each x E Rd, (3.22) 
%(A, a) is a measurable function on Rd for each Bore1 set A t I,, (3.23) 
N(AxB)= 
I 
%(A, x)Nr(dx) for all Bore1 sets A c IN and B c Rd. 
s 
(3.24) 
We shall first assume that N(ds, dx) has finite total mass. Let v be a Poisson 
distributed random variable with parameter NI(Rd). Put F(dx) = NI(dx)/N,(Rd). 
Let v be independent of the sequence 
(Jj, qi,,“=~ 
of independent, identically distributed random vectors with joint distribution 
P{T+A,J,EB}=~ +z(A,x)F(dx) 
I3 
(3.25) 
for any Bore1 sets A c I, and B c Rd. Define 
V(W) 
X(f, W) = 1 Jj(W)I{Tj(W) < f} (3.26) 
j=l 
for t E IN, Clearly, all the sample functions of this random field are in DN. We shall 
now show that X has independent increments. Partition (0, l] into disjoint half-open 
intervals 
(O,l]=R~uR~u.. .uR,. 
Then, for ul, . . . , u,, E Rd, we have 
E exp (i ,$, (G XUG))} = 
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= kc, exp( 1 [eicu@- l]+t(Rk, r)Nl(dx)]. 
This shows that X has independent increments, and if we write $((u) to denote 
the logarithm of the characteristic function of X(t), then for t E (0, 11 
q%(u) = j [eicu3”- l]N,(dx). (3.27) 
We shall call X a compound Poisson process. X is stochastically continuous if and 
only if t +N,(P - (0)) is continuous. If 
(3.28) 
then X(t) has finite mean m(t) E Rd, and 
m(t) = xN,(dx), 
s 
E[IXWmW121= 1 Ix12NW. 
It follows from Wichura’s maximal inequality that, for any A > 0, 
(3.29) 
P sup (X(t) -@z(t)/ >A 
1 
}c4NA-2[ Ix12N1(dx). (3.30) 
rsr, 
Now consider a general g-finite positive measure N(ds, dx) on (0, l] x (rWd -{O}) 
satisfying (3.20). To construct an additive random field on IN with a.a. sample 
functions in & and log characteristic function 
I 
[e i’U~x)- l]N,(dx) + 
I 
[e”“‘“‘- 1 -i(u, x)]N,(dx) 
l<lxl IXlSl 
we can proceed as follows: Choose F,&O such that ei = 1 and 
I 
Ix 12N, (dx) s 2-” 
IXIGE” 
(3.31) 
for a = 2,3,4,. . . . Define the finite measures N’(ds, dx), N’(ds, dx), 
N=(ds, dx), . . . on (0, l] x (rWd -{O}) by 
N”(AxB)=N(Ax{x~B:e,</x~}), (3.32) 
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and for n = 1,2,3,. . . 
N”(AxB)=N(Ax{xEB:F,+~<~x~~E,}) (3.33) 
for all Bore1 sets A c (0, l] and B c lRd -{O}. Construct independent random fields 
{X”(t, 0): t E I,}, n = 0, 1,2, . . . ) such that X” is a compound Poisson process with 
sample functions in DN and log characteristic function 
c [e i(“~x’ - l]N: (dx). (3.34) 
Now define 
X(t, w) =X”(t, w)+ : [X”(t, w)-EX”(t)]. (3.35) 
?l=l 
By the maximal inequality, the series converges uniformly in t for almost all w. It 
follows that almost all sample functions of X lie in DN. It is also clear that X has 
independent increments and the desired characteristic function. 
Combining this construction with Theorem 3.2 we are now able to construct a 
Levy process with sample functions in D N and given characteristic function (3.1). 
Let N(ds, dx) denote the r-finite measure on (0, l] x (Rd -{O}) defined by 
(3.36) 
This measure is called the L&y measure of the process. The logarithm of the 
characteristic function (3.1) can be rewritten as 4: (u) +$:(u), where 
G:(U) =I,,, [ei”‘.ri-l]N,(dx)+[ , 1 [e”“~“‘-l-i(u,x)]N,(dx) (3.37) 
X- 
and 
G:(u) = i(u, M’(t))-$(V(t)u, u) (3.38) 
for some function M’ satisfying (3.2). Since N(ds, dx) satisfies (3.20) we can 
construct independent random fields X’ and X2 on 1, such that X’ has sample 
functions in DN and log characteristic function I/J’ and X2 is separable and has log 
characteristic function $2. It now follows from Theorem 3.2 that the random field 
Xi@, w) +X2(?, w) (3.39) 
has almost all sample functions in D N and the desired characteristic function. 
We conclude the section by sketching an alternative representation of a real- 
valued Levy process with only positive jumps and no Gaussian component. 
In the one-parameter case Ferguson and Klass [6] showed that any real-valued 
additive random process with log characteristic function 
4,,(u) = 1: [e’““- 1 -iux(x)]N,(dx) (3.40) 
where x(x) =x(1 +x2)-‘, can be represented in the following way. 
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For each x, let n,(x) denote the distribution function of the probability measure 
n(ds, x) i.e., n,(x) = ~((0, t], x). For y < 0, put 
NT’ ( y) = inf{z => 0: -Ni([z, 00)) 3 y}. (3.41) 
Define a Poisson point process at unit rate as a sequence Sr, S2, S3, . . . of positive 
random variables such that S1, SZ -Sr, Ss -SZ, . . . are independent, exponentially 
distributed with mean 1. 
Now, let Sr, S2, S3, . . . be a Poisson point process at unit rate. Let Ur, UZ, U3, . . . 
be independent random variables, uniformly distributed on the unit interval on the 
line, independent of the Poisson point process. For j = 1,2,3,. . . , put 
A(CiJ)=N;’ (-S,(W)) (3.42) 
and 
c,(t) = ,y(N;’ (-v))n,(N;’ (-0)) dv. (3.43) 
Then the series 
If [Jfb)~{~b) snt(Jj(W))l-Cj(t)l (3.44) 
j=l 
converges uniformly in t to an additive random process with log characteristic 
function (3.40). 
When we look at the N-parameter case we have to impose some additional 
assumption if we want to use uniformly distributed random variables on IN to 
simulate the conditional distribution n,(x) of the jump time given that the jump 
size equals x. Assume that for each x, n,(x) is a product distribution, i.e., can be 
factored by 
n,(x)= i ni(t,,x) (3.45) 
r-l 
as the product of its marginal distributions. (This condition is satisfied in the special 
case where the process has stationary increments (see (1.23)). In that case, n,(x) 
equals the product cl * t2 - . * * * tN.) 
Let {Uj = (&I, . . . , LljN)},Zl be independent random vectors, uniformly dis- 
tributed on IN and independent of the Poisson point process {S,} at unit rate. Define 
the jumps {Jj} by (3.42) and C,(t) by (3.43). Then the series 
C[J,(w)l{U,i(w)~n;(ti,J,(w))fOri= 1,. . . ,N}-C;(t)] (3.46) 
converges with probability one uniformly in t to an additive random field on IN 
with log characteristic function (3.40). 
In the N-parameter case, as in the l-parameter case, the main difficulty in 
establishing the convergence is that the terms in (3.46) are not independent (the 
jumps are ordered according to size) and they do not have mean zero. 
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However, if {a,} is any increasing sequence of non-random positive numbers 
going to co and we define K,(o) = 0 and, for n b 1, 
K,(w) = #{j: Sj(W) s a,}, (3.47) 
then for m = 1,2,. . . 
Y,(t)= 3 Jj{u,i~ni(ti,Jj)fOri=l,...,N} 
j=K,-It1 
(3.48) 
are independent compound Poisson processes (see [6]). Using Wichura’s maximal 
inequality (3.30) we can easily show that 
yl(r, w)+ ? [y,(r, w)-E Y,(t)1 (3.49) 
m-2 
converges uniformly in t for a.a. w. And using arguments similar to the ones in [6] 
we easily establish the uniform convergence of 
i E Y,(t)- 3 Cj(t) 
m=2 j=l 
(3.50) 
as n + 00. If we, as in [6], choose a, = Cl l/j, then with probability one the sequence 
K1(oh K2(W), . . . will contain all the integers from some integer on. Combining all 
these facts we get the convergence of (3.46). 
4. The L&y-It8 path decomposition 
Consider again the ZN partial order relations % = (R 1, . . . , RN) on IN, where each 
Ri is one of the relations < or > (see (1.13)). 
In the previous section we showed that every Levy process on IN has a version 
with sample functions in DN. Combining this result with Lemma 1 in Section 1 we 
conclude that if {X(t, w): t E IN} is a separable Levy process, then for a.a. w the limit 
X(t, %!, W) = lim X(u, w) (4.1) 
L, - 1, f?! L‘ 
exists for each % and every point t E IN for which {u E IN : t %! u} is nonempty. 
For t GIN, let B;!(t) = (RI(t), . . . , RN(t)) denote the partial order relation on 1~ 
for which R,(t) is the relation < if ti < 1, and Ri(t) is > if ti = 1. Define 
X(t, w) =X(t, 9?(t), W). (4.2) 
Since X is stochastically continuous, X is a modification of X (see Section 1 for 
definition). It is also clear that a.a. sample functions of X are in DN. Since every 
Levy process on IN has a separable modification, we have thus shown the following. 
Proposition 4.1. Every L&y process on IN has a modification with sample functions 
in DN. 
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For the rest of this section, let X = {X(t, w): t E 1,) be an Rd-valued Levy process 
all of whose sample functions are in DN. 
Recall that for any function x E& Jt(x) denotes the point mass jumps of x at 
t E IN. We shall need the following. 
Proposition 4.2. Let x E DN. For every F > 0, there is only a finite number of times 
tEINforwhich IJI(x)j>e. 
Proof. Define y E DN by 
y(t1, tz, . . . ) tpJ) =x (2t, A 1,2t, A 1, . . . ) 2t, A l), (4.3) 
where for any real numbers LY and p, LY A /3 denotes min{cu, p}. Then 
J,(x)=J&y) foralltEIN. (4.4) 
Since IN is compact and y E DN, it follows by a standard compactness argument 
that there exists a finite partition of [0, 1) = {t E 1~: ti < 1 for all i}, 
[O,l)=[al,b’)u***u[a”,b”) (4.5) 
such that 
w,([ak,bk))<e2-N fork=l,...,n (4.6) 
(see Section 2). The only points t E [0, 1) at which we could possibly have ].I,( y )J > e 
are the 2N corner points of each of the intervals [a k, b k, in the partition (4.5). This 
fact, together with (4.4), gives us the desired result. 
For F > 0, let B3, denote the Bore1 sets of {x E Rd: 1.x(> E}. For t E (0, l] and any 
Bore1 set B E %I_ we now define 
~,(W,B)=#{sE(O,t]:J,(X(.,W))EB}, (4.7) 
the number of point mass jumps of the sample function X( * , w) falling in B during 
the time interval (0, t]. Put v~(w, B) = 0 for t E IN - (0, 11. Define 
Xs(t, w) = 
I 
XV,(W, dx). 
I3 
(4.8) 
Proposition 4.3. For fixed t and B, V*(B) and X,(t) are random variables. 
Proof. First assume that B E B3, is an open interval. Let {B,} be an increasing 
sequence of open intervals such that B = U B,, and I?,,, c B,+l for all m, where Z?, 
denotes the closure of B,. For each n and each vector 
k =(k1,kz, . . .,kN)E{O, 1,. . . ,2”-1}N, (4.9) 
let R; denote the half-open interval 
R z = {t E IN : ki < ti s (kc + 1)2-“, i = 1, . . . , N}. (4.10) 
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For each n, we then have a partition 
(0, ll=UR;, 
while for each m, 
7 
Y,(B,)~lIlmCI{X(R;)EB,)~v,(B,) (4.12) 
(4.11) 
where the sum is taken over those k for which R E n (0, t] is nonempty. It follows 
that 
- 
~,(B)=limhm~I{X(R~)~B,} 
m “k 
(4.13) 
is a random variable. It now follows by a monotone class argument that u,(B) is a 
random variable for every BE g3,. We prove the measurability of Xs(t) by 
approximating the integral with Riemann sums. 
The two random fields {v,(w, B): t E I,} and {Xs(t, 0): t E IN} obviously have 
sample functions in DN and are therefore separable. 
Proposition 4.4. For fixed B E 93_ {v,(u, B)} is a Levy process with Poisson incre- 
ments. Let N(ds, dx) denote the Levy measure of X. Then 
E v,(B) =N,(B) 
where N, is defined by (3.21). If B1, . . . , B,, are disjoint Bore1 sets in BE, then the 
Poisson processes {vl(B1)}, . . . , {vt(B,)} are independent. 
Proposition 4.5. {X, (t, w)} is a compound Poisson process on I, with 
logEe i(u,X,(t)) = [e i’“.x) - l]N,(dx). (4.14) 
If Bl,. . ., B, are disjoint Bore1 sets in a3, with B = UBk, then the processes 
{X&(t)}, 1. . 9 {Xn,(t)} and {X(t) -Xn(t)} are independent. 
Proof. FixBr,. . . , B,. Itfollowsfrom (4.13) that the finite-dimensionaldistributions 
of the processes in question are determined by the finite-dimensional distributions 
of X. We can therefore prove the results by proving them for a version of X, 
specially constructed so as to make the truth of the statements obvious for the 
specific Bore1 sets in question. 
Fork=l,..., n define the Levy measures Nk(ds, dx) on (0, l] X (Rd -{O}) by 
Nk((O,t]xC)=N,(CnBBk) 
for any Bore1 set C c Rd -{O}. Let X0, X1,. . . , X” be independent Levy processes 
on IN with the following properties. For k = 1, . . . , n, Xk is a compound Poisson 
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process with Levy measure Nk, as constructed in Section 3. Let Gl(u) and G:(U) 
denote the log characteristic functions of X(t) and Xk(t), respectively and let X0 
be a Levy process with log characteristic function 
as constructed in Section 3. Then X =CizoXk is a version of X with sample 
functions in DN. Since N’((0, l] x B) = 0, where B = lJ Bk and N’(ds, dx) denotes 
the Levy measure of X0, it is obvious from the way we construct X0 that Xg (t) = 0. 
Therefore XB, =Xk fork = 1,. . . ,n and_%XB =X0. 
This completes the proof of Proposition 4.5 and also gives us the independence of 
{&(B1)1,. . * , {vt(B,)}. To show that {vt(B)} is a Levy process with Poisson increments 
we now only have to consider the special case where X is the compound Poisson 
process (3.26) with Levy measure NB(ds, dx), where 
N,((O,t]xC)=N,(CnB). 
We now come to the Levy-It8 path decomposition, 
Theorem 4.6. Let X = {X(t, w): t E IN} be a L&y process on IN with sample functions 
in DN. Then 
+ lim 
I EME<IX/Gl 
x[vAw, c-Ix)-Nt(dx)l (4.15) 
where X0 is a L&y process with Gaussian increments and continuous sample functions, 
and the second integral converges uniformly in t E IN for a.a. w as ~40. 
Proof. The uniform convergence follows from Proposisition 4.5 and Wichura’s 
maximal inequality. For fixed 8 > 0 and A > 0 
x[Vt(W, WN,Wll+ 
s4 N+l -2 A J ~x12McW. IXlSS (4.16) 
In identifying the limit process 
Xo(t) =X(t)- j_ xvt(dx)-;E l,<,,,~, x[r+(dx)-N,(dx)] (4.17) 
we may assume that X is the version we constructed in Section 3. In that case we 
immediately see that the additive random field XO has log characteristic function 
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(3.38) and is independent of the integrals. Since the convergence is uniform in t, 
X0 has sample functions in DN. Theorem 3.2 now implies that a.a. sample functions 
of X0 are continuous. 
5. Sample function properties of L&y processes 
In this section we shall state some theorems characterizing certain sample function 
properties of Levy processes. The proofs immediately follow from the results in 
Sections 3 and 4, and we shall omit them. 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a Levy process on IN with sample functions in DN. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
Almost every path has no point mass jumps. (5.1) 
X has Gaussian increments. (5.2) 
Almost every path is continuous. (5.3) 
A function f in DN is said to be a step function if IN can be partitioned into a 
finite number of intervals Rk, k = 1, . . . , n such that f is constant on each of the 
intervals Rk. 
Theorem 5.2. A Levy process X with sample functions in DN has step function paths 
if and only if X is a compound Poisson process. 
A real-valued function f E DN is said to be increasing if f (a, b] 3 0 for every 
half-open interval (a, b] c IN. 
Theorem 5.3. A real-valued Levy process X with sample functions 
increasing paths if and only if the Levy measure N(ds, dx) of X satisfies 
N(Ir., x (-co, 01) = 0, 
I I 
x 
-N(ds, dx) < ~0, 
ssrN x>o 1 +x 
and there exists an increasing, continuous function m E DN such that 
Ee iUx~“=exp(ium(t)+~Om[ei”-l]N,(dx)]. 
in DN has 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
For a real-valued function f E DN we define the total variation of b by 
T(f)=su~~~~lf(a~,b~li (5.7) 
where the sup is taken over all finite partitions (a ‘, b’], . . . , (a”, b”] of (0, 11. 
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Theorem 5.4. A real-valued Levy process X with sample functions in Dn has sample 
paths of finite total variation if and only if the Levy measure N(ds, dx) of X satisfies 
Ix [N(ds, dx) < 00, 
and there exists a continuous function m E Dn of finite total variation such that 
Ee ‘“““‘=exp(ium(t)+~_~[eiUx-l]Nf(dr)). 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
6. Centered, additive random fields 
For any real-valued random variable 6 we define the dispersion of 5 by 
S(5) = -log E exp{-ITS11 (6.1) 
where 8’ denotes the symmetrization of 5. For an lRd-valued random variable 
r = (‘Z-1, * * . , &) we define 
(6.2) 
In Section 1 we define the central value y (5) of 5 (see (1.11) and (1.12)). Appendix 
A contains a summary (without proofs) of the theory of centered sums of indepen- 
dent random variables. 
We shall need some probability estimates. 
Lemma 6.1. Let 5 be a real-valued random variable with median p(t). For small 
E > 0, the inequality 
P{IS-P((5)l>eI<e (6.3) 
implies that 1~ (5) -r(T)/ < 3~. 
Proof. If g (5) + 3~ s a, then 
E arctan(&-a) < -(l -E) arctan(2s)+& CO. 
Lemma 6.2. If e > 0 is small, and {X(t): t E I,} is an Rd-valued, separable centered 
additive random field with S = S(X( 1)) < $E 2, then 
s~pIX(t)J>4d”~e ~d2N”S/(1-e-“)~d2Ne. (6.4) 
* 
Proof. We need only consider the case d = 1. For each t EIN, let p(t), 6(t) and 
XS(t) denote the median, dispersion and symmetrization of the random variable 
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X(t), respectively. For each t, 
P{~X(t)-~(t)~~e}~2P{~XS(t)~~~}~2(1-e~6”’)/(1-e~‘)~~. 
It therefore follows from Lemma 6.1 that 1~ (t)l < 3~. For any finite set {fj} of points 
in IN we now get 
P SllP/X(tj)[ > 4E 
1 i 
}sP 1,, lX(fj)-CL(li)l~F) 
c 2P{ sL$xS(ti)l > &} 
S 2N+‘P{IXS(1)1 > E) 
G2N+1(1 -e-‘“Q/(1 -e-‘). 
This completes the proof. 
Now for some awful notation. For t EIN, j E (1, . . . , N}, and 0c.x s 1 define 
point t: E 1, by 
(6.5) 
Let {X(t): t E IN} be a centered additive random field. For j = 1, . . . , N define 
the function fk: I2 + R, by 
&(x, Y I= S(X(l9 -X(1;)), (x, Y) E 12. (6.6) 
(Here, of course, 1 denotes the point (1, 1, . . . , 1) ~1~~) The function & is con- 
tinuous on I2 if and only if & is continuous at every point on the diagonal of 12. 
Lemma 6.3. For t = (tI, t2, . . . , tN) EIN and t’ = (ti, ti, . . . , t,6) we have 
8(X(t’)-X(t))< ; fh@j, t;,. (6.7) 
j=l 
Proof. Define the points to, tl, . . . , t2N ~1~ as follows. Put to = t, t2N = t’, and 
tN = (tl At;, . . . ,fNAt~).FOrl~k~N-1pUt 
tk = (tl A t'l, . . . , tk At;, tk+l, . . . , tN) 
and 
t N+k = (t;, . . . , tic, tk+l A &+I, . . . , tN A tk). 
Then the variables 
X(tk)-X(tkp’), k = 1,. . . ,2N, 
are independent. (At least N of these variables are identically 0, because tk = tk-‘.) 
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Since 
X(f) -X(t) = y [X(tk) -X(tk-‘)I, 
k=l 
we conclude that 
&(X(f) -X(t)) s kyl s(X(tk)-X(tk-‘)) 
Corollary 6.4. If for j = 1, . . , N the function f& is continuous at the point (tl, t/) E I2, 
then Xis stochastically continuous at t’ = (t;, t;, . . . , th). 
Corollary 6.5. X is stochastically continuous if and only if each of the functions f& 
is continuous. 
Lemma 6.6. Let X be a centered additive random field on IN. Let k E {1,2, . . . , N}. 
Assume that X(t) = 0 if ti = 0 for any i <k and that the functions f& are continuous 
forj < k. Then there exist independent, centered additive random fieldsXo, X1, X2, . . . 
such that X0(t) = 0 if ti = 0 for any i G k, the functions f’iO are continuous for j c k, 
the random fields X,,,, m 3 1, are degenerate, and for each t E IN, 
(6.8) 
with probability one. 
Proof. Let us write 6 = plim,,, 5” to denote that the random variables (5”) converge 
to 6 in probabilty. 
Let Dk denote the set of times of stochastic discontinuity of the l-parameter 
process {X(l,k): x ~1~). This set is countable (see [l3, Section 1.21). For x E Dk u(0) 
define the degenerate additive random fields Y,_ and Y,+ on 1, as follows. For 
t = (t1, t2, . . . , tpJ) E IN put 
Y*_(t)= O I if tk <x, X(t,k) -plim x(tr) if x s tk, (6.9) 
rt* 
with the understanding that the limit equals 0 if x = 0. Put 
Y,+(t) = 
0 if tk 6 x, 
plimX(t:)-X(t,k) if x <tk, 
(6.10) 
YJX 
with the understanding that Y,+ = 0 if x = 1. 
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Clearly, the random fields Y,_, Y,+ and X- Y,_- Y,+ are independent. Write 
&=(x1,x*,... , x,, . . . } and put 
s, = i (Y,,- + Yx_+). (6.11) 
m=l 
Since the terms in (6.11) are mutually independent and independent of X-S, it 
follows that, for each t E IN, 
s(S”(r))sS(X(r)). (6.12) 
We can therefore define 
S,(t) = hlil[S,(t) - r(S,(t))l, (6.13) 
and 
X0(t) = X(t) -S,(t) - y(X(t) -S,(t)). 
The random fields X0, S, - S, and S, are independent. Therefore 
(6.14) 
0 c G,, c &,,+s,-S” =&_s,Gf& forj=l,.. .,N. (6.15) 
These functions are zero on the diagonal. It follows that &, is continuous at every 
point on the diagonal of Iz at which fkps, or & is continuous. Since for j < k the 
function & is continuous at every point on the diagonal, so is &. Since &s, is 
continuous at the points (x,, x,), m s n, so is &. It follows that f& is continuous. 
Combining Corollary 6.5 and Lemma 6.6 we have the following (by induction 
in k). 
Theorem 6.7. Let {X(t, CO): t E IN} be a centered additive random field. For each t E IN 
(6.16) 
with probability one, for some L&y process X0 and centered degenerate additive 
processes X,, m * 1, all independent. 
Now consider the 3N - 1 partial order relations $8 = (Ri, . . . , RN) on IN, where 
each Ri is one of the 3 relations <, = or >, and not all Ri are =. 
Recall that fork = 1,2, . . . , N, Dk denotes the countable set of times of stochastic 
discontinuity of the l-parameter-process {X(l,k): 0 c x c 1). Put Ck = Ii- Dk, and 
define for t E IN - (Dl x - . - x DN) the partial order relation %?(t) = (RI(t), . . . , RN(t)) 
‘w 
(6.17) 
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Theorem 6.8. Let {X(t, w): t E IN} be a centered additive random field. Then X has 
a modification 2 = {_%(t, w): t E I,} with the following properties: 
(a) For a.a. w, the limit 
lim R(u,w) (6.18) 
u+t,tBu 
exists for each of the 3N - 1 relations % and every point t E INfor which {u E IN : t .%! u} 
is nonempty. 
(b) For a.a. w, 
R(t, 0) = u_i&u&U, w) (6.19) 
forevery tEIN-(DIX’ “X&). 
Proof. We shall use induction in N. The statements are obviously true for N = 0. 
Assume that every centered, additive random field on 1N-i has a modification with 
the required sample function behavior. Consider the representation (6.16) of X. It 
follows from our induction hypothesis that each of the degenerate random fields 
X,,,, m 3 1, has a modification ?&, satisfying (a) and (b). Since X0 is a Levy process, 
X0 has a modification X0 with sample functions in D+!. Obviously, X0 satisfies (a) 
and (b). For 0 5 k <It, define 
Yk,n(t, w) =$a w,-,(pmw) * (6.20) 
Put Y,,(t, W) = Y,,, (t, w). Since the sample functions of 1,” X,,,(t) satisfy (a) and (b), 
so does the function -y(CiP?,,,(t)) and therefore also the sample functions of Yk,“. 
It follows that Yk,” is separable with respect to 
S=(DluQ)x...x(DNuQ)cIN, (6.21) 
where Q denotes the set of rational numbers in Ii. We shall show that for a.a. w, 
Y,(t, w) converges uniformly in t. It will then follow that 
Z(t,w)=;i_mp Y”(&W) (6.22) 
is the desired modification of X. 
For small E >O, pick k so large that 6(X(l)- Yk_1(1))<$~2. Then 
P sup sup) Yk,n(t)( >4d*‘*e ~d2~+le 
1 I n>k f 
(6.23) 
by Lemma 6.2. It follows that, for a.a. w, 
zk(@) = “,“?;1 SUP\ Yk,n(t, w)i 
f 
(6.24) 
goes to zero as k + 00. For k < n, 
Y,(t, W)- Yk-I(& w) = Yk,n(t, w)-Y(Yk-l(f)+ Yk,n(t)). (6.25) 
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To complete the proof we only have to show that 
p$ sup sup IY(Yk&lW + Yk,n(t)l = 0. 
n>k f 
(6.26) 
Since the family {Yk_i(t): t ~1~~ k 2 1) is relative compact in the topology of weak 
convergence (see [13, Theorem 0.2.81) it follows that if (6.26) were not true, then 
there would for some E >O exist sequences {k,}2=l and {n,,,}zel of integers with 
k, < a,,,, a sequence of points {t”} in 1, and a random variable Y such that 
and 
Yk,_l(tm)%Y asm+co (6.27) 
IdYk,-I (t”)+ Yk,,n,,,(tm))i>E ford1 ma (6.28) 
It would follow that 
lim Y(Yk,,-l(fm) + Yk,,n, 
m 
(t”)) = y(Y) = l@ y( Yk,,-l(fm)) = 0. 
Contradiction! This completes the proof of Theorem 6.8. 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.2. Assume that the centered additive 
random field X = {X(t, w): t E IN}, whose modification _% we just constructed, is 
separable. Then X is separable with respect to 
It follows that for a.a. w and every t E 1, - (Dl x * * * xDN), X(t, w) equals one of 
the 3N - 1 limits 
lim X(u, w). 
u+f,r%U 
(For fixed t and w, these 3 N - 1 limit values need not, of course, be distinct.) For 
eachw and tEIN-(DIXa . . x DN), let % (w, t) be a relation for which 
X(t, 0) = lpamlw I),X(u, 0). (6.29) 
. 3 
Nowdefine,form=O,l,...andtEIN-(DiX*.*xDN), 
where X,,, is the modification of the random field X,,, in (6.16) that we used to 
define X in the proof of Theorem 6.8. Put 
XJt, w) =Qt, 0) 
1 
for tEDIx* a. x DN. Then X, is a separable modification of X,,, and, for a.a. w, 
uniformly in t. This finishes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
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Appendix A 
The central value ~(5) and the dispersion S(t) of an Rd-valued random variable 
5 were defined in Sections 1 and 6, respectively. The following facts are used in 
this paper. For proofs, see [13]. 
If C is a constant, then r(*E + C) = f y(t) + C and 
S(*&+C)=S(S). (A.1) 
[=C a.s. e y([)=C and S(e)=O. (A.2) 
A sequence {&} converges in probability to 5 if and only if 
~(5”)-,~(5)andS(5,-5)-,Oasn-,oo. (A.3) 
A sequence {&,} is convergent in probability if and only if 
v(Tm)-Y(5n)-,0andS(5,-r,)~Oasm,n-,oo. (A.4) 
A family {& : a E A} is relatively compact in the topology of 
weak convergence if and only if (~(6~): cy E A} is bounded and 
lim,losup,,AS(&5,)=0. (A.3 
If 5 and n are independent random variables, then 
S(5)~S(5+77)~~((5)+6(77). Furthermore, S(.$)=S(f+n) 
if and only if n equals a constant a.s. (A.6) 
Now, let {&} be a sequence of independent random variables and let S, = 17 &. 
Then the sequence of dispersions {S(S,)} is a nondecreasing sequence of positive 
numbers. There are two cases: 
(a) If lim, S(S,) < co, then {S, - y(&)} converges a.s. 
(b) If lim, S(S,) = 00, then {S, -C,,} diverges for every choice of constants C,,. 
Let {&: (Y E A} be a countable family of independent random variables. Let F 
be a finite subset of A and let SF = CaEF& and S$ = SF -I. Let 
6(A) = sup S(&) 
where F ranges over all finite subsets of A. 
Theorem A.l. Suppose that S(A) < 00 and that {F,} is an increasing sequence of 
finite sets such that Fl c F2 c * - . +A. Then S& converges a.s. and the limit Sz is 
independent of the choice of the sequence {F,} of finite subsets of A. Furthermore, 
y(S~)=OandS(S~)=S(A). 
Centered sums have the following nice properties: 
(a) If A = UAk (disjoint), then S: = lim,[CT S;, -r(C; Slf;,)] a.s. 
(b) If A,TA, then Sz, -P S2 a.s. 
(c) IfA~B1~Bz~.* * + B, then S& + ST, a.s. 
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